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Annual Canterbury bells planted August
and August 23.

Time of planting is

Above, biennial Canterbury bells, Campanula medium, planted July 31 and August 12.
Flower stocks are numerous on those planted July 31 while only a few stocks are present
on those planted August 12
Right, Chinese forget-me-nots planted August 12 and biennial Canterbury bells planted
August 23. The Canterbury bells have only produced leaf rosettes the first season. No
flower stocks were produced until the following year

34

Snapdragon, Magic Wand, planted July 31 and August 23

Above, lupine, Runel hybrid,
planted August 12 and August 23

left, candytuk, Iceberg,
planted August 12 and August 23.
Plants from the August 12 seeding
were too mature and did
not overwinter well
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the stage of flowering down to seedlings of one to two inches above
ground.
Correct planting time
influences flowering
The studies with overwintering
annual flowers have been enlarged
by including biennial and perennial flowers. Among all types correct timing of the planting has
much influence on quality, size of
the plants, and quantity of flowers.
Short living, tender, or easily
diseased perennials such as carnation, delphinium, gloriosa daisy,
and lupine have excellent possibilities for direct outdoor sowing in the
fall for overwintering, resulting in
vigorous, healthy, and productive
plants in the following year. Hybrid delphiniums often diseased or
damaged by wind can preferably
be planted in the fall.
Some of our annual flowers develop a long lasting and good quality crop only in cool seasons, but
quit blooming, mature seed, or are
mildew susceptible in hot weather.
Calendulas, candy tuft, stocks, and
larkspur belong in this group.
Spring planting of such crops delays vegetative growth and flowering often too far into the hot season. Annuals planted in the fall
bloom three to six weeks earlier
depending on the kind and variety.
Method of planting
The land selected for fall planting should be well cultivated and
fertilized to assure good growth of
the seedlings in the fall as well as
in the follOwing spring. Where a
weed problem exists, spraying with
a weed killer two to three weeks
before planting is both safe and
profitable. Preparation of the land
two to three weeks before planting
and permitting it to remain fallow
will allow many weed seed in the
upper region of the soil to germinate. These small weeds can then
be easily killed before planting. By
this method little disturbance of
the soil at planting time is required,
thus preventing new weed seed
from coming close to the soil sur36
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face where they can germinate. A
plot thick with weeds is a hazard
to small flower seedlings and it can
make their overwintering questionable.
The seed should be planted
closer than for spring planting. A
close stand of the seedlings seems
to have more chance of survival
from the dangers of winter and
early spring. This insures a close
stand of plants after part of them
are winter killed. The planting
depth of the seed must be according to its size. Foxglove, fevedew,
snapdragon, and some other flowers
have fine seed which should only
be pressed in the soil or lightly
covered. Mixtures of light soil
conditioner such as vermiculite,
peabnoss, sawdust, or sand with
soil for covering the seed are recommended, especially where the
soil has the tendency to form hard
crusts after watering.
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Supplyconsumption
balance

of
market milk
In

Utah
R. A. C H R 1ST ENS E N

ale of fluid milk and
cream by Utah plant increasing about 5 percent per y ar
and pJant receipts of market milk
incr asing about 8 percent per
y ar, the market milk indu try has
upplygon from a favorabl
consumption balance in 1948 to
one of con iderable excess supply.
This trend indicates a more than
ampl upply of market milk in the
fore e able future for Utah's growing population. If producers and
handl r do not take the st ps
ary to bring the rat
f increas in plant rec ipt and fluid
al into balance th mark t milk
indu try will b fac d with prohI ms of price-d pre ing urplu
in the future, while manufacturin

W

ITH

•

DR. RONDO A. CHRISTENSEN i. aliistant profe ..or of agricultural economic.. Thi. study
i. reported In greater detail in Utah Relource. Serie. 2, Supply and ule of marlcet
milk in Utah.
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plants cope with problems of
dwindling supplie. These are the
conclusions from a recent study on
the supply and u of market milk
in Utah.

..,

~

Shipments are outrunning
population
In 1948, when the population wa
653,000, Utah producers shipped
199 million pounds of market milk
to plants located in both Utah and
evada (table 1). By 1957 shipments had incr ased 101 percent or
about 8 p rcent per year and population had increa ed 29 perc nt or
about 3 percent per year (figure 1).
During this same period shipments
of manufacturing milk by Utah
producers decreased from 3Cf7 to
243 million pound .
Shipments of market milk by
Utah producer amounted to 305
pounds for each person living in
the state in 1948. This amount wa
adequate to supply the demand for
fluid milk and cr am. By 1957
shipments had increased to 477
pounds per capita - a 56 percent
increa e. During this period per
capita consumption of fluid milk
and cream remained about the
same in the United States (table 1)
and probably also in Utah. Thu
it can be seen that increased hipm nts of market milk have greatly
xceeded increa ed consum r d mand in recent years.
ot all thi
extra milk has gone into manufacturing, howev r.
n increasing
amount ha b n old in neighboring state for fluid u .

Shipments exceed fluid
consumption in most areas
The state was divided into four
sections in order to study supplyconsumption balance by areas (figure 2). In 1957 producers in the
northern, central, and southwestern
areas shipped more market milk
than consumers bought back as
fluid milk, but in the southeastern
area consumers bought more than
was shipped. Shipments exceeded
purchases most in the northern area
where producers shipped 81 million pounds of market milk and
consumers bought 15 million
pounds (table 2). Shipments even
xceeded purchases by a considerable margin in the central area
which contains about 79 percent of
Utah's population and where about
84 p rc nt of plant sale in the state
were made in 1957.
There were some counties which
did not ship as much as they purcha ed. This was true for heavily
populated Salt Lake County where
39 million pounds of market milk
w re shipped by producers and 114
million pounds of fluid milk and
cr am were purchased by consumr. Purchases also exceeded shipments in Garfield, Grand Kane,
Rich, and Wayne Counties. Shipments exceeded purchases most in
Cache County where producers
shipp d 56 million pounds of mar(Continued on page 58)

Table 1. Trend. in Utah populatio", ahipments of ",arlcet milk and ",angfactu,ing ..,ilk to plant.
by Utah produce,., and fluid milk an" cream per capita consumption in the U. S.,
1948, 1952, and 1957
It....
Utah populatfo", thou.a"d.·
Shipment. of market mUk, Utah, ..,11110" pou"d.
Shipment. of mfg. milk, Utah, million pound.t
Per capita con.umptlon of fluid milk and crea"" U. S., pou"d.t

1941

1.52

1957

653

730
295

840
.t01
243
350

199
301

355

262

352

*U. S. Bureau of the C......
Agricultural Marlcetfng Service

"'u. S.
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Jackrabbits more destructive to range
than livestock because they graze closer
and for a longer season

Fig. 1. The blacktailed
jackrabbit is an important
factor in the management
of Utah' s rangeland

amazin .

''''here the jackrabbit is found
Th
ommon la ktail d ja krabbit (fig. 1 ) i probably the mo t
abundant of th small r mammals
of Utah. It i found in the low r
f th P nd rosa pine zon
dg
b tim t abundant in th juniperpinyon and low r 1 vation vegetation zon s xc pt in the Uinta
Ba in.
ppar ntly the high mountains and th Gr en and Colorado
Riv r con titut a barri r to th
pr ad of jackrabbits int this
ba in.

•

DR. DuWAYNE L. GOODWIN is assistant professor of range management. He has been a
member of the staH since 1955.
Fig. 4. Jackrabbits use diHerent plants at
different seasons.
Here heavy, persistent
use of Indian ricegrass has resulted in death
of many plants. Winterfat will be used as
winter food
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equal one ewe
Jackrabbits cause los of rop
and forage

D. L. GOO D WIN

n b th f tor which
th
or failure

umber of jackrabbits
on ran eland

Re earch to determin
ja krabbit effect

(Continued on page 51)
Fig. 2.

Jackrabbits in pens were used to study quantity of forage consumed

Fig. 3. Jackrabbit drives are sources of approximate information about numbers of jackrabbits

Tumorous
head genes
in

fly

popu lations
A study of how abnormal

growths are inherited

E L DON J. GAR D N. E R

Fig. 1. Photographs of fliM .howing the tumorous head trait

involves the basic mysteries of growth and the intricate machinery of the living cell.
Its cause and control are being
approached from countless angles
by many scientists in research laboratori
throughout the United
States. One of the approaches studied at Utah State is that of the
influence of heredity on tumorous
growth. These studie are being
made on the fruit fly, Dro ophila
o

C

A CER

DR. ELDON J. GARDNER i. profe.. or of zoology and an outstanding teacher and
r...archer In genetics. The re ..arch reported
here i. financed in part by funds from the
American Concer Society, the Damon Ru.yon
Memorial Fund, and the National In.titute.
of Health.
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melanogaster. Flies carrying the
tumorous growths on the head (fig.
1) were first obtained from the
Genetics Laboratory of the University of Texas several year ago.
Ancestors of the tumorous head
Hies had been collected from their
native habitat in Mexico and maintained in the Texas laboratory for at
least four years before the visible
abnormality first appeared. When
the trait was observed in the stock
which had previously been nothing
more than a "wild" collection, it
was presumed to have arisen from
a pontaneous mutation. The genetic mechani m of the new trait w
not thoroughly investigated until
the pre ent tudy wa initiat d in
Utah. On a p ct f th problem

Fig. 2. Diagram of chromosome. of the fruit
fly, DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER, as they
appear in dividing cell.. Left, chromo.ome.
from female cell; right from male cell. Locations of the two gene. (tu-3 and tu.1 )
anociated with the tumorous head trait are
Indicated.

was to explain how and when the
genes associated with the abnormality originated.
I nher-itance of trait

Th tudy began with a series of
tests to determine how the trait
was inherited. It was found to b e
a complex genetic mechanism involving two major genes and a
number of modifiers. One of th
major genes (tu-3) proved to be a
basic gene that was required for
any expression. This gene wa 10-
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cated in the large third chromosome
(fig. 2) by a method involving the
substitution of chromosome carrying dominant ( marker) genes
carried in laboratory stocks. Its poition in the third chromosome was
stablished from linkage studies at
59 map unit from one end of the
hromosome. From furth r g netic
tudi the g n tu-3 was found to
b s midorninant, that is in the
pr s nce of one m mber of the pair
a slight expression of the trait occur. When both members of the
pair of third chromosom scarry
this gene (but th other gene associated with the trait is not pre ent) about one percent, or less,
of the £Ii s expr s the trait.
Th oth r g n (tu-i) is
x-

w re mated with males from most
wild or laboratory stock, about 35
p rc nt of the prog ny were abnormal. From the reciprocal cross
between wild females and tumorous head males one percent or I ss
of the progency were abnormal.
This was th vidence from whi h
the maternal £fect was first su ge t d.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
allele-one member of a pair of genes
chromosome - the cell structure which carries the genes
dominant-a gene that expresses itself at the
expense of its partner gene
gene-an agent of inheritance
genetics-study of heredity and variation
heterozygous pair- a pair of unlike genes
homozygous pair-a pair of like genes

Transfer of maternal effect
Last summ r USU res ar h 1'S
su c ded in tran f rring the maternal ffect by preparing an xtract from th bodi of tumorous
head females and injecting it into
wild femal s. When th wild f mal into which th
rtract had

linkage-the tendency for genes to enter the
gametes together because they are in the
same chromosome
map units-units on the chromosome map.
One unit corresponds to 1 percent of
crossing over
mutation-change in a gene
recessive-a gene that can be hidden by
a dominant partner

~\.\·%u-\
Fig. 3. Population cage for fruit flies con·
structed with glass top and wire screen sides.
The box is 12 x 18 inches and 1 inches deep.
Food jars in the bottom are placed on corks
which can be removed from the bottom to
replace jars

linked, that is, it is located in the
first chromosome, the one that is
also a sociated with sex determination. This gene is completely rece sive, both m mbers of the pair are
r quired for any expression. Furthermore, this gene i expr ssed
only through the mother and thus
produces a "maternal effect." When
the mother carries tu-i in each
m mb r of the pair of first chromosomes and one tu-3 gene is passed
on to the offspring from either the
mother or father fly, about 35 percent of the progeny express the
trait. When tumorous head female
FOR

JUNE

1960
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fig. 4. Graph showing the percent of flies with the tumorous head trait based on samples taken
from population cages " 2, and 3 at monthly intervals. Solid line, population from cage 1
started with single pair of tumorous head flies carrying allele tu·'; line with dots and dashelo
from cage 2 started from a crolS between flies with tu-1 s and tu·1 alleles; broken line at top,
from cage 3 with tumorous head flies in which allele tu·) S was substituted for tu·1

be n injected w r mated with
tumorou h ad males about 20 percent of the progeny w r abnormal.
Thi indicated that a ub tance produ d in th body of the f mal

was the ausative agent for the
mat rnal {fect. Experiments are
now in progress to determine the
ch mi al natur of the substanc
(Continued on page 57)
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Moths will continue to be pests until back
yard trees are sprayed or eliminated

Pupa
Codling moth larvae
Codling moth adult

SEVERITY of the Codling
Moth Problem in Utah
DON A L D W. D A V I S

apples and pars
are grown the codling moth
is after its share of the crop. To
kill this p st i usually the main
obj tiv in th s asonal pray program. Without an H cti
pray
program to contr I this ins t, n arly the entir appl and p ar crop
will be wormy.

W

HEREVER

Worms numerous in Utah
The codling moth probl m i m re
severe in Utah than in mo t th r
parts of th c untry, which mans
that w n ed to apply about five
sprays to g t th same r suIts a
California or Washington does with
three sprays. Why do we hav
this problem in Utah? The main
reason is that we have brought it
on ourselves. There are entir ly
too many unsprayed and po rly
prayed apple and p ar tr s. Almost every hom has a f w b'
in th back yard which ar id al
places for the worms to gr wand
multiply. Often these tr
produce little or no fruit. F w back-

•
DR. DONALD W. DAVIS is associate professor
of entomology.

yard tr s ar spray d. In addition to thes unsprayed tr s, a
large share of th orchards ar
under-spray d. In c ntrast, few
apple orchards in the state of
Wa hington ar spray d with I ss
tJ an 700 allons p r application
durin th suml 1'. 1 s riousJy
qu sti n wh th r th r ar m r
than half adz n or hards in Utah
pray d thi h avily. Many al'
treat d with 200 all ns r I ss p r
acre.
As long as this proportion of
appl and p ar tr
in Utah is
tr ated in uch a slipshod mann r
w will hay a c dling moth probI m. Som c mm rcial fruit ar as
ha laws r quiring that v ry tr
b car d for r pull d out. Wher
this is d n , in ct and di ase control is much I ss of a problem. It
has com to th point now wh r
w must d cid wh ther we ar
rai ing c mm rcial fruit r healthy
dling m th .
an grow rs in
Utah pr fitably spray fiv or six
tim s a ason t
t th c ntr I
that oth r
t with tl r
r four
applicati ns?

i found in th odling moth, esp cially in r lati n t DDT. Almost
all fruit growing stat s hay rcord d instanc s of resistance to
DDT. The xtent of the resistanc
ms t vary gr atly. In extr m
s s th w rms e m almost immun to DDT but som tim s it
just tak s mor ins cti 'id to do
th j b. Utah is no xc ption to
this gen ral situation, and most
comm rcial fruit gr wing ar as
hav xampl s f som d gr
f
c dling m th resistanc to DDT.
Our opini n is that th
H ctiv
p ri d of u with DDT f r codling
moth ntrol will so n nd in m t
f Utah. Many gr w r
hay
aIr ady turn d t
th r mat rials.
It i fals to as um t1 at any
tim insect contr 1 fail it is an
ample of r i tan . Poor timing
of sprays inad quat spray overag , too litt! mat rial, p r quipm nt, adv r e w ath r durin or
aft r spraying, and many oth r
fact rs can
ntribute to unsati fact ry in t ntr 1. Re i tanc i
only on of tl ca IS s of poor ins t c ntrol.

Resistance to in ecticides

Sprays to use in place of DDT

One f th b t known instanc
tins ticid
of ins t r i tan

B caus
f th many failur s
with DDT in c dUng moth ntr I,
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when various chemicals were used,
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Nine week old broilers, many showing morbid signS' of CRD; others have died from the disease

Coloni8l' of pleuro-pneumonialike organisms which cause CRD in
chickens and IS in turkeys.
Each colony contains many
of the organisms
Courtesy Dr. M. F. Hofstad

Antibiotics
in Chronic
Respiratory
Disease
and
Infectious
Sinusitis
J 0 S E P H T. B LA K E

R 0 S S A. SMA R T

•

T1' atment trials with hickens

at

U

DRS. JOSEPH T. BLAKE and ROSS A. SMART
are both members of the Department of Veterinary Science.
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Malaise and conjunctivitis are the most prominent symptoms observed in these bro ilers

An autopsy of one of the infected
broilers shows a heavy coating of exudative material over the heart and live.r .
The coating nearly obscures the
identity of the body organs. This
condition is typical of " air sac"
infection which is a complicated
form of CRD

T1'eatment studie

an

10
m-

c-

from
'0

Doth r
prim ntal pr paration of rthr my in wa adminit red par nt rally to a Hock of
turkey. It wa not as eff cti e in
FOR
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VITAMIN ENRICHED APPLE
New product equal to citrus
iuice in vitamin C content
ROB E R T K. G E R B E R
D.

K.

SAL U N· K H E

ORANGE JUICE

2.4 ounces

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

3.5 ounces

TOMATO JUICE

5.9 ounces

PINEAPPLE JUICE

8.7 ounces

CRANBERRY JUICE

11 .3 ounces

Fig . 1. The volume of
various fruit juices in 4
ounce glasses required
to supply 30 milligrams
of vitamin C.
- Reproduced from Hoff.
man·LaRoche Bulletin

P1'oduction f apple iuic
Th fruit
d cay and pul
or h mm rmill.

RASPBERRY JUICE

12.7 ounces

GRAPE JUICE

42.5 ounces

APPLE JUICE

52 . 5 ounces

Fig. 2. General view of apple juice manufacturing. Note blend of
varieties, washing and sorting operation; elevator, and grinder

Fla h-pasteurization
of apple juice

Th juic i th n r In thrOll h a
f1a h-pa t uriz r in ,hi h th -

•

ROBERT K. GERBER is assistant professor and
DR. D. K. SALUNKHE associate professor of
horticulture. They are both studying problems
in the preservation and processing of fruits
and vegetables.
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JUICE

Fig. 3. Adding enzyme to aid in the
clarification of the juice

Fig. 5. left: Flash filtration of apple juice
Fig. 6. Right: Crushed apples, cheese, addition of vitamin C

Fig. 7. Comparison in color of apple juice.
left: Regular apple cider - note dark color.
Right: Fortified apple juice with ascorbic
acid - note light color
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F

CE BU

K

I LO -an efficient ar

Fig. 1. Detail of construction of fence bunk silo shows how the fence is constructed and the manner in which the plastic top cover is pulled
down tight between the side plastic and the wire. When pulled down tight, a tight air seal is formed preventing side and top spoilage. All
water from rain and snow drains through the fence to the outside of the silo. 2. Silo opened for feeding . The plastic cover is rolled back as
the silage is fed out. Uncovering the silage as it is fed prevents spoilage. 3 . Many man-hours are saved in feeding by using a tractor loader
and truck for loading the silage and hauling it to the silage bunks where it is fed once each day

G E0 R G E

T

Q.

BAT E MAN

AND

C H A R LE S

H.

M I C K E L SEN

HE U

pro

Silage storage- winter 1958-1959
Fence bunk silo
with plastic cover

•

GEORGE Q . BATEMAN is associate professor
of dairy husbandry and in charge of the
Dairy Experimental Farm. CHARLES H. MICKELSEN is a research associate and in charge
of the physical facilities at the farm .
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Corn ensiled, green weight (tons)
Spoiled silage (tons)
(percent)
Silage fed (tons)
Total shrinkage (percent)
Difference in shrinkage in favor of fence bunk
silo (percent)
Additional silage saved because of 6.3 percent
less shrink (toni)
Value of additional silage @ $7.00 per ton
Cost of plastic cover I year
Cost of plastic cover per year
when used 2 years
Savings indicated above cover cost:
Use of cover 1 year only
When cover is uled 2 yearl

FARM

Tower silo with
plastic cover

496.7
4.4
0 .9
436.8
12.1

86.6
2.0
2.3
70.7
18.4

6.3

00

31.3
218.68
114.00
57.00

104.68
161.73

AND
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00

COlt of plastic
cover for tower
silo is a minor
item and the cover can be uled
for a number of
year ••

SCIENCE

,d economical
way to
store
silage

Fig. 4. This silo was filled with 835 tons of chopped corn. The corn is covered and sealed with
polyethylene plastic (8 mil). The plastic is held in place with discarded auto tires

Fig. 5. The field chopped corn is dumped from the truck in the silo

Fig. 6.
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It is spread and packed with a powe r tractor at a saving of labor and time
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DETAIL FOR CONSTRUCTION
Polyethylene
plastic cover
1'IItI'!I!!!1'WiI-- -

~or~h end C~-;'5e:Lafte~

6 center~osts set 4' in
ground; other posts at 3'

filling by 4' wire fabric
fence.
Scale = 11 = 20'

x 6" red wood or cedar posts
!4"placed
8 apart.

Open south end for
feeding preferred.

SIZE OF HERD AND CORN SILAGE REQUIREMENTS

1

Amounts and storage required for 210
day winter feeding period
Herd size

I

Width of silo
24' or 24' or 34'

Silage

Size of silo

I

:Sigpe

Cows

~enter

--t

Heifer

30
60
120

-172'
Length of silo
96' or 120' or 120' , to

Tons

20
40
80

170
340
660

Acres

Width
feet

length
feet

Height
of crown

11
23
44

24
24
34

96
120
120

5'
6'
7'

I 1 '-0"
I

fence pulled together
close north end.

to
Plastic cover ~ in place
old tires

~~:iia/

2- pull top plastic
down tight between wir!:...1
'"
l"eoge a,uu
Sl.ae to
To seal out
~. . . ---.~ make air
1- side sisal kraft or plastic
seal.
is pulled up over silage

2" x 6" plank bolted

to 4ft x 6" post.

1

4' electric weld
'V

2" x 4" mesh II gauge

galvanized wire

5'

~

~

~

br

\>

~

~

~

'V

v

6..

I>

6..

~

\Y
A

\1

~

~

V

~

f>
~

J>..

'>'
~

\).

'>

~

~

Plac amen t of
sisal kraft or
polyethylene plastic
before filling

~

v

<l

t>

5ilO~ t>

of
to 1 foot.

~
~

'7

I f'', ~ :,,

I', ',t
"

'

I:· ".
"

run.

Scale 5' - 2"
Gross Section

I':; ·~

........ for

COMtructlOll

of fence silo and pIollie were a. follow..

..... hIIo .... silo at halWlt .....:

20 ..........
4" • 6" • I' @ $2.40
12 .......... po 4". 6" • 9' @ $2.70
44-IIr • 6" ItoIts aM 90-1/2" wa....n
o. I fir 2" • 6" • 16' @ $120/1000
of
weld 11 ga. 2" • 4" • 4' wi ..........

Ita_

011

atin

u

ut of

$ 41.00

.ctric

of ........ " ' .... ft. or
.........,.... plastic (a ...1)
,..,...,.... covw (a MIl)

16.75

114.00

T............. cest 1 year
MaterIal cost ..... ton for 1st year

366.00
.44

New ........ COlt aft., 1st ,ear:

SItoIkraft or plastk for tiel..

PlastIc

7.00
114.00
151.00

COYer

Total

,.,....

.11

Cost ..... year w ..... plastic cover It ..... 2 yean
Cost.........

an

91.75
.12

litt! or no fr zin
ld \! ath r.

durin

JACKRABBIT DAMAGE

1. It provid
torage.
2.

(Continued from page 39)

a
3. Tim and labor ar
unloading.
4. Loadin th
tractor load r
and man labor in f
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F act01' atfectin
Th r
a

w r

•

DR. ELLIS W. LAMBORN is associate profenor
of agricultural economics. MR. MADSEN is a
graduate student who helped with the proj-

m-

pt orange.
( Contin.u ed on page 62)

ect.
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LEO R A

.

S. GAL LOW A Y AND ·E THE L

•
MRS. LEORA S. GALLOWAY was research a ssociate in foods and nutrition. Dr. Wilcox is
profenor of foods and nutrition and in
charge of th e research in that area . The
study reported here is part of a We ste rn
Regional Research project and was financed
in part under the Research and Marlceting
Act of 1946.
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ri s fruit

Table 1.

hon

Average number of stores in which fresh fruits and vegetables were available in Salt
lake grocery stores
Number of Itore.

'h ITi

Product

May

July

Sept.

Nov.

Jan.

March

FRESH FRUITS
Apples, bulk
Pears

21
4

16
2

23

18

23
16

23
13

23
11

Strawberries
Cantaloupe
Watermelon

21
8
10

8
24
21

4
22
16

Green beans
Beets
Broccoli

4
6
7

14
9

13
8
2

5
6
12

6
16

8
12

Cauliflower
Corn on cob
Endive

16
20
10

13
21
7

21
20
8

18
10
12

19

20

11

13

Peas
Romaine
Spinach
Squash

11

4
12

8

19

19

8
21
20

11
20
15

4
10
20
11

FRESH VEGETABLES

cann
th

Table 2.

prun s.
bel' f
wa as

10
16
24

Number of Itores in which frozen fruits and vegetables were available and price
range in Salt lake grocery stores

Product

Number
stores

Price
per lb.

Number
storel

Product

cents

cents

P

r

FRUITS
Slice d peaches
Pineapple chunks
Raspberries
Sliced strawberries
JUICES
Grapefruit juice
Orange juice

31-53
28-34
32-69
24-53

10
10
20
24

12
24

w r

32-56
37-72

a10

th
anned
in co t uri ~i

Price
per lb.

VEGETABLES
Green peas
Asparagus spears
Green beans
Broccoli spears
Corn, whole kernel
Potatoes, French fro
Spinach
Squash

24
22
22
22
22
22
21
14

19-35
56-91
32-44
30-60
21-40
32-41
25-37
20-34

chi d v g tabl show d a narrow
pI' ad.
Th s findings indicate that ust m r hay quit a wid range in
pri
in proc s d foods from
which to h os. Quality al 0 vari within th s pric rang s. The
b t buy can only be determined
aft r th hou wife consid rs quality, ost, and us of a h produ t
in h I'm nus.
pli

INDEX TO FARM AND HOME SCIENCE
A subject and author index to volumes 11 through 20, 1950-1959, is jUlt off the
press and is available to libraries and individuals. An index to volumel 1 through 10,
1940 to 1949 is still in print and will be sent on request.
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The weights of all lambs were taken just before docking and at one and two week intervals following docking

D. H. MAT TH E W S
D. J . MAT THE W S
P. R. 0 G DEN

LAMB DOCKI G METHODS
Best method is one most adaptable to
lambing management practices

•
PROFESSORS DARRELL H. MATTHEWS and
PHIL R. OGDEN are stationed at the College
of Southern Utah in Cedar City where the
range sheep management studies are conducted. DR. DOYLE J. MATTHEWS is assistant
professor of animal husbandry on the Logan
campus.
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Cedar City, Utah, indicat d there
w re no significant differences
among the methods in lamb losses
and in weight gains following the
docking operation. The best method of docking is the one which is
most adaptable to the lambing
manag ment practices of the operator.
Docking methods studied
The tudy wa initiated to determin the eH ct of various m thod of castrating and docking
on the weight gains of lambs
following the initial shock of the
operation and to determine the
difference in lamb deaths either
directly or indirectly caused by
these methods. The method of
docking us d were: knife, hot
spade iron, emasculator, and elastrator. Ca tration was done with
the elastrator and knife with manual removal of the testicles. Both
twin and single lambs and male
and female lambs were docked
using all combinations of the various methods.
The study was completed in two
years. In the first year, 151 lamb
in groups of twins and singles wer
docked. Weights of the lambs
were taken immediately before the
operation and again two weeks
following. Weight gains at two
week and lamb losses within ach
group were determined. In th
second year, 235 lambs were
docked using the same method
combinations. In order to get a
closer evaluation of the eHect of
the operation shock on the weight
gains of the lambs, the groups were
weighed at one and two week intervals following the operation. All
lambs were docked betw night
and sixt en days of ag . The average age was ten days.
Results of tests
Average gains for the lambs in
all of the treatm nt combination
groups w re similar. The only
lamb d aths cau d by the docking
op ration its If in th two years of
the t st w re caus d in the group
wh r th tail w r r m v d with
56

a knife and the testicles were remov d with the elastrator. Two
male lambs out of a group of six in
this treatment group died from excessive hemorrhage immediately
following the operation. This combination of methods was discontinued as it was observed that
lambs castrated and docked in this
manner struggle because of the
stricture of the elastrator which
causes excessive bleeding from the
tail wound.
The r sults of the second year
t sts were similar to those of the
mst. In all cases weight gain differences between lambs within the
groups were greater than the gain
differences
between treatment
groups in both the one and two
week intervals after docking. Lamb
losses were again small with no
losses attributed to docking operations.
Comparable losses occuned within treatment groups
from all other causes of death.
Recommended practices
As no differences in docking and
castrating methods were found in
the tests, a recommendation can
be made that the best method of
docking and castrating lambs is the
method which can best be adapted to lambing management practices.
Sheepmen who are lambing in
sheds where the ewes are confined
with their lambs for a period of
time find that the elastrator is best
adapted to their use. It is possible
to dock and ca trate lambs on the
day they are born with the elastrator. This allows the operator
to perform the operation while the
wand lambs are in the segregation shed with little additional labor. When this docking operation is
performed during th segregation
period, the lamb recovers from the
initial shock while with his mother
and is not again removed from her
ide after leaving the lambing
sh d; thu r dueing the number of
doggi d lambs. The elastrator
m thod of docking and castrating
lamb at from eight to fifteen hours
of a e has been used at the Cedar
ity tation inc 1952 with good

uc es. As hown in a mortality
tudy, d ath los
du to the docking operation have av rag d .03
P rcent of all lambs born.
An advantage of th knife method of testicle removal is that th r
is less chance of failur to perform
th operation and I ave a ram or
stag lamb in the herd. It i of
particular importance in pr venting 10 ses to compl t the op ration rapidly and return th lamb
to their mother .
Range lambing operator u ually
pr fer the knife, the rna ul t r
or one of the hot iron m thod of
docking. The m thods are fa t r.
P1'ecautions
Cleanlin ss i of particular importance in the docking op ration.
Equipment should be cleaned
thoroughly before tarting, and a
good disinfectant should be u ed
on equipment such a the ema culator which actually comes into
contact with the wound on ach
lamb's tail. This tool may be kept
in a bucket of disinfectant solution into which it is replaced after
each operation.
Manual removal of the te ticl
of extremely young lambs may tear
the immature internal abdominal
tissues excessively, resulting in internal bleeding and death; however, Iambs recover more quickly
with less actual shock when th
docking operation is performed by
the time they are two w eks of age.
Docking arly allows the lamb t
recover from th op ration during
the early suckling stag when it is
believed there may be some natural
immunities to inf ction from th
mother's milk.
The elastrator method of docking
should never be us d on lamb
more than ten days of age, and it
is b tter if the lamb ar und r one
week of age wh n dock d. When
larger lambs are dock d with thi
method the rubber la trator ring
frequently fails to shut off the entire blood supply to the tail thus
the tail becom
ng rg d with
blood and eventually infe tion or
t tan us may r ult with num rous
mortaliti s. Only n w liv rubb r
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rings should be used as old rings
may result in losses due to failure
of the ring to stop the blood supply.
The recommended method of application of the elastrator ring to
the tail and the testicles is to place
the lamb between the legs with the
back up and with the head extended out behind the operator.
The operator can then place the
ring on the testicles and the tail
while the lamb is in an upright position. The testicles should alway
be examined after application of the
ring to determine if both testicles
have been secur d and that the
urethra of the lamb has not been
pinched and held by the ring.
When the elastrator is applied
while the lamb is held with hi
back down, as in the knife method
of removal, there is considerable
danger of closing off the urethra
and thus stopping the flow of urine.
Lambs which have a closed urethra
will die within one or two days a
a result of uremic poisoning.
Rules to follow in selecting a
docking method and preventin
lamb death losses are: 1. Dock
lambs early especially when u in
elastrator rings. 2. Use sanitary
procedures and dock in clean corrals or surroundings. 3. Follow r commended methods of application.
4. Feed animals well before and
immediately after the operation.
TUMOROUS HEAD
(Continued from page 41)

and the possible relation between
the substance and the gene (tu-I)
which controls its production in the
female fly.
Effect of other genes on

tumorous head
At the same time the laboratory
experiments were under way samples of wild populations of Hies
were collected and mated with
tumorous head Hies. Some were
found to carry genes that will, in
combination with tu-3, produce a
maternal effect similar to or in some
cases greater than that produced
FOR
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by ttl-I. Three "wild" laboratory
stocks, Stephenville, Crimea, and
Oregon R. (named from the location where they were collected)
were found by appropriate crosses
to carry such genes. When Stephenville females were mated with
tumorous head males about 50 percent of the progeny were abnormal.
The Stephenville stock is postulated
to carry an allele (i.e. an alternative
gene) of tu-I, symbolized tu-I ~,
which has a greater influence on
the maternal effect than ttl-I.
To study the behavior and influence of alleles such as tu-I and
tu-Is in the laboratory, population
cages (fig. 3) were constructed to
hold the Hies. Fresh food medium
wa supplied daily by removing
corks at the bottom of the box and
replacing the oldest food jars with
those containing fresh medium.
Populations were started from single pairs of Hies which were introduced into each cage at the
beginning of each experiment. The
Hies multiplied without restriction
and within about 2 months a population of some 5000 Hies was pr ent in each cage. At this lev I th
population became stabilized and
did not increase further. It was
possible to sample the population
in each cage at intervals and to
determine the relative proportion
of Hies which expre sed the abnormality.
In one series of recent experiments' researchers compared the
behavior of the ttl-I and ttl-Is alleI s by preparing population cag s
with different combinations of alleles. A single pair of tumorous
head flies was placed in cage 1. In
cag 2 a Stephenville female wa
mated with a tumorous head male.
The female in cage 3 carried tu-Is
in homozygou condition and the
male carried one tu-I' gene. The
tu-3 gene was present in both third
chromosomes in both parents.
t monthly intervals samples of
100 Hies were extracted from each
ge examined for tumorous head
expression and returned to the
cage. The results are summarized
in fig. 4. In cage 1 the expression
decreased from 89 percent at the

end of the first month to less than
10 percent at the end of the sixth
month. At that time the expression
apparently became stabilized at a
level ranging between 5 and 10 percent. The level of expression in
cage 2 has remained fairly constant
at a level ranging between 21 and
34 percent for 8 months. Cage 3
has also maintained a fairly contant expression with a range betw en 63 and 76 percent during
th
month period.
n explanation for the drop in
expression of the tumorous head
Hies may be suggested from the
history of the stock. The tumorous
head Hies placed in cage 1 had
come from a highly selected stock
in which modifiers favoring the expression of the abonormality had
been accumulated over a period of
years. Apparently the modifiers
were dissipated when artificial selection was discontinued. An equilibrium was established at a lower
level after six months of random
mating in the cage. In cage 2 the
first generation females carried
both (tu-Is/tu-I) alleles, and they
also carried one tu-3 gene ( tu-3 + ).
This was apparently a better combination than the one in cage 1
for the expression of the trait. The
£Ii s in cage 3 were synthesized for
th
xperiment and did not have
th modifiers which had been acumulated in the tumorous head
tock. This was the best combination for the expression of the trait
in the population. Since the trait
is a serious abnormality, it is the
worst combination as far as the individual Hies are concerned.
Studies of this kind should provide an explanation for the behavior of alleles in populations. A
possible explanation of the origin
of the tumorous head trait is that
the population of Hies in Mexico
from which the collection was
made already carried the gene now
symbolized tu-I (like several wild
stocks now known) and that the
tu-3 gene necessary for the expression of the visible abnormality occurred as a spontaneous mutation
while the stock was maintained at
the University of Texas.
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MARKET MILK
(Continu~d from page

into r out of th tate. n actual
practic grade
plant in Utah
rec iYe m milk from out-of- tate
produc r (about 4 p rc nt) and
II some of their fluid products
out-of- tat (about 10 p rc nt). In
addition about 4 p rc nt of the
mark t milk pr duc d in Utah
hipp d dir ct by farm r to
ada plant.
R ipts of mark t milk by Utah
plant incr a d fr m ab ut 195

37 )

ket milk and con urn r purcha ed
11 million pound .
Plant receipts increase faster
than fluid sales

The pr c ding analy i
how w II we ar a I t m
fluid milk and cr am n d
ing that no mark t milk i

200
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0

2

Market mi lk sh ipments.
Utah P'OdUC.'S~

150

"

CD
~

~
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•

'V

~

Flu i d mi lk and cream per _+copi to
United State ..

It:""" consumpt ion.

100

75

Manufacturing

/

milk

1948

shipments. Utah

producer.t

1952

.. U. S. Bureau of the Census
t U. S. Agricultural Marketing

Serv i ce

Fig. 1. Tre nds in population and shipments of milk in Utah, and fluid milk and cream per
capita consumption in the United States, 1948, 1952, 1957

Table 2.

Area

Fig. 2.
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Market milk production areas

North
Ce ntral
Southwest
Southeast
Total

a i bipp d dir ct by Utah produc r to ut-of- tat plant.
Plant al
f fluid milk and
cr am increa d from about 165
million pounds in 1948 to 255 milIi n pound in 1957-an increa of
about 5 p rc nt p r year. Since
r c ipts of mark t milk increa ed
mor rapidly than ale the percent
f fluid u d cr as d-from 5 in
194 to 64 in 1957. Plant re ipt
hay continu d to increase fa t r
than fluid al
ince 1957. Th
P rc nt of r ipt u d a fluid i
timat d at ab ut 5 in 1958 and
55 in 1959.
Th P rc nt of plant r c ipt
d f r fluid purpo
dicat s a fayorabl
t much mor
umption balan.
than 5 p rc nt of r c ipts an b
if a mark t
u d f r fluid purp
not r ly
i
If-suffici nt and d
n uppl mental bipm nts of milk
fr moth r
during low-

Shipments of market milk and plant sales of fluid milk and cream, by area,
Utah, 1957
Plant sales of
flu id milk and cream

Shipments of
market milk to plants
million Ibs.
81
249
63
8
401

pe rcent
20
62
16
2
100
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million Ibs.
15
194
12
9
230

HOME

percent
7
84
5
4
100
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Table 3. U•• of market milk, Utah plant., 1948, 1952, and 1957
U.e*
Year

Plant
receipts*

Fluid milk
and cream

Non-fluid
uses

1948
1952
1957

million
pounds
195
287
401

million
pounds
165t
205$
255 §

million
pounds
301f
821f
1461f

Percent u•• d
a. fluid
milk and cream

NEW PUBLICATIONS
85
71
64

*Does not includ. milk handled by L.D.S. welfare dairies.
tBased on estimated consumption of plant sales of fluid milk and cream of 243 pounds per
capita, a Utah population of 653,000, and estimated out-of-state fluid milk and cream sales
by plants of 10 million pound•.
$Based on estimated consumption of plant sale. of fluid milk and cream of 245 pounds per
capita, a Utah population of 730,000, and out-of-.tate fluid milk and cream sales by plants
of 25,303,000 pound••
§Based on adual consumption of plant sales of fluid milk and cream of 254 pounds per
capita, a Utah population of 640,000, and out-of-state fluid milk and cream sales by plants
of 41,837,000 pound •.
Plant receipts Ie.. fluid milk and cream sales.

production - high - consumption
months. In order always to have
an adequate supply of milk a reserve during each month of at least
10 percent above normal fluid use
is necessary as a cushion against
variations that might occur in daily
consumption and receipts.
Utah plants received a consid rable surplus of market milk abov
requirements for fluid use in 1957.
The amount that was sold for fluid
purposes in 1957, the reserve nee ssary to insure an adequate supply
and the amount that was surplu
r unessential to the fluid mark t
are shown in figure 3. Plant receipts are shown by the total
height of the bars. Variation by
month in height of the shaded areas
and total height of the bars depict seasonal variation in fluid
milk and cream sales and plant
receipts.
The milk and cream used as
fluid as shown in the lower part
of the bars amounted to 64 percent
of plant receipts during the entire
year. The milk which was necessary as a res rve amounted to 18
percent of fluid sales or 11 p rcent
of plant receipts during the year.
(The reserve was more than 10
percent of fluid milk and cream
sales for the year because in ord r
to have a 10 p rcent res rve in Nov mber when plant receipts w r
lowest and sale of fluid milk and
cream were near their high st for
the year, a larg r reserv had to b
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quate demand in this area to handle any likely amounts of such milk
for manufacturing purposes.

carried during the oth r months of
th year, such as June when plant
receipts were highest and fluid
al s w re lowest.) Thus for 1957
fluid milk and cream sales plus an
adequate reserv amounted to 75
percent of plant receipts. The remaining 25 p rcent was surplus
market milk and was not n ed d
to provide the market with an adequate supply of fluid milk and
cream. Although this milk is surplus in the sense it is not needed
for fluid purpos s, th re is an ade-

Bul. 419. Insed pollinators of carrots in
Utah, by G. E. Bohart and W. P. Nye.
In cooperation with the Entomology
Research Division, U. S. Department of
Agriculture. 16 p.
This bulletin is of special interest to
entomologists and seed growers. It discusses the pollinating activities of 334
species of insects representing 71 families.

Cir. 142. Fertilizer guide for Utah, by R. F.
Nielson, G. A. Van Epps, and P. D.
Christensen. Department of Agronomy.
12 p.
General information on the use of
fertilizers is discussed under the following heads: steps to high yields; nutrients
needed by plants; make use of manure;
what's in the bag; which fertilizer to use;
it makes little difference how you apply
fertilizers; fertilizer practices for various crops.
Utah Res. Ser. 8. Mineral resources of the
five county area, southwestern Utah, by
D. R. Olsen and J. Stewart Williams.
This publication reports a survey of
the economic mineral resources of Seaver, Iron, Washington, Kane, and Garfield Counties, Utah.

Total. plont
recel pfs

Surplus
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Fluid use
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Variation in monthly plant receipts and use of market milk, Utah, 1957
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OVERWINTERING FLOWERS
(Continued from page 36)

The planting is done preferably
tion can be chosen, the seed i
placed on the north sloping area
close to the irrigation furrow. Such
placement gives the young seedlings better protection against the
winter sun.
Primary concern must be given
to correct watering. This requires
that the soil surface is constantly
moist. Any drying out during th
germination period is hazardou.
The soil should be well saturated
with moisture before planting and
after planting. The water should
flow slowly through irrigation furrows or a fine sprinkler should b
running as often as surface drying
is observed.
The constant evaporation of
moisture on the soil surface is important to cool the soil temperature, which during July and
August in dry soil can be far above
normal.
It is not at all difficult to obtain
high germination in the p ak of th
hot season if the above recomm ndations are observed. After germi nation care must be iven to
common cultural practic to keep
the young seedlings growing. A side
dressing of a complete fertilizer or
a nitrogen fertilizer, when necessary, should not be neglected.

in rows and when east-west dir

Results of overwintering
The percent of plants which survived the winter at the respective
planting dates is shown in table 1.
The results from year to y ar can
be variable depending on the ever
changing weather conditions. Winter damage is often minor but
thawing and freezing in spring can
be dangerous.
The percent survivals are approximate figures obtained by visual
observations compared to the stand
in the fall.

Discussion of the results
From the results obtained at the
diHerent planting dates, the flow60

ers an be put in two distinct
groups. One group of flowers
seems to be indifferent to planting
time - any time from the beginning to the end of August is successful, whereas the other group
has maximum returns onlv when
planted at a definite period:
Cheiranthus, bachelor's button,
Chinese forget-me-not, gloriosa
daisy, sweet-william, and larkspur
belong to the first group. The differences in this group are more in
the size of the plants and in the
quantity of flowers produced. The
earlier plantings are superior in
quantity of flowers. When planted
in the middle of August these flowrs show superiority in quality of
bloom. Quality is measured by
uniformity and uprightness in
rowth with profuse flowering. The
first plantings often showed signs
of over maturing causing uneven,
long, and curved stems.
A definite planting time is more
important for flowers in the second
group.
Winter hardiness in Chinese
a ters is unpredictable and fall
planting is not promising in our
area. A few plants survived a middle of August planting in one year.
Annual Canterbury bells (figs.
1 and 2) can be planted at any
time durin August, whereas the
biennial varieties must be planted
in July (figs. 3, 4, and 5). The July
31 planting produced numerous
Hower stems, whereas the August
23 planting had none and plants
remained for another year in the
leaf stage.
Bachelor's button should be
planted late for good quality.
The large double carnation,
when successfully overwintered,
rows vigorously and is most productive in the blooming stage. The
arly part of August seem to be
the best planting date.
Chinese forget-me-not furnishes
a rare, clear, deep blue color in the
early summer garden when planted in the fall (fig. 6) . The vigorous
bushes produce flowers profusely
and seed can be planted at any
time during August.
Gloriosa daisy, the large tetra-

ploid rudbeckia, overwinters when
planted at any time during August
but is superior in quantitive growth
when planted in the first part of
August. Rudbeckia Starlight and
My Joy can also be planted in the
fall. Their winter hardiness is below gloriosa daisy.
Feverfew is best planted in the
first part of August. This plant
produces an attractive flowering
bush early in the season.
The annual delphinium was overwintered satisfactorily and the perennial has been recommended
earlier in this article.
Snapdragon plantings made in
the first part of August overwintered satisfactorily and produced
an excellent crop. The middle of
August planting, especially when
the fall is warm, is superior for producing quality plants (figs. 7 and

8).
Annual scabiosas are excellent,
long lasting cut flowers. Overwintered plants of early August
plantings are more productive and
superior to any spring planting.
Lupine Russel, a beautiful hybrid can be highly recommended
for fall planting. Young seedlings
of early plantings may freeze in
evere winters. In such cases late
plantings ar more successful as
part of the seed does not germinate until early spring which saves
the crop (figs. 9 and 10).
Candytuft is b est planted at the
nd of August or early in September. Earlier plantings are too mature in the fall and winter kill or
produce crooked stems. Overwintered candytuft produces an excellent crop early in the spring (figs.
11 and 12).
The easy to grow, hardy biennials such as scented wallflower,
Siberian wallHower, sweet-william,
hollyhock, pansy, and larkspur
should be planted directly outdoors
in the fall. They furnish excellent
material for decorating the home
or are decorative for landscaping.
The intense orange or yellow color
of Siberian wallHower can hardly
be surpassed. Care must be taken
to prevent broadcasting of the seed
of larkspur and hollyhock.
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long with the flowers di cuss d
in this publication other may b
added, e pecially wher climatic
conditions are more favorable than
in the Farmington area where the
above experiment was conducted.
The success of planting and overwintering depends also on personal
xperience and the knowledge of
local climatic conditions. For this
reason unsatisfactory result of the
~rst trials should not be discouragmg to the beginner.
CODLING MOTH
(Continued from page 43)

spray is needed for best results in Utah.
S vin:
1. Is among the saf r insecticides for man to handle.
2. Has injured plant tissu on
occasions, especially just
after blossom time.
3. Makes mite control more
difficult.
4. Best results in Utah have
been achieved with 1 112
pounds of insecticide per
100 gallons of spray.
Several other materials have
hoWD interesting results in codling
moth control, although the kill has
been less complete than with either
Guthion or Sevin. Diazinon and
Trithion have recently been used as
o-called all purpose sprays. They
have some merit and certainly
make insect control less complicated. . Neither is as effective against
codlmg moths as Guthion or Sevin
but they do a fair job of control:
We have considerable evidence
that Diazinon used at about two
week intervals may give results
almost as good as Guthion or Sevin
at three week intervals. Another
material, Ryania, has been widely
used in Nova Scotia. Ryania allows most beneficial insects to survive and thus aid in control of all
orchard pests. Usually mite and
aphid control is accomplished with
little effort where Ryania is used.
Unfortunately codling moth control
with Ryania in Utah falls short of
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mmer ial standards. This is
specially appar nt by an unusually large number of 'stings" or surface injury to the fruit.

How to time sprays
The best control of the codling
moth is obtained only when sprays
are applied at the proper times.
The first application of the season
is m?st difficult to time correctly,
and It is also the key to adequate
seasonal control.
The codling moth spends the winter as a worm r caterpillar in a
hidden crack or crevice. Just b fore the tree buds begin to open
the caterpillar pupates. It remains
a.s a pupa for 15 days or longer until the temperature is warm enough
for the adult to emerge. Mter 15
to 20 days a a pupa, whenever
temperatures are above 65° during the late afternoon, the moths
begin to Hy. Mter the first warm
afternoon only a few moths will
emerge in th evening, while after
the second and third warm afternoons there will be heavy Bights.
This dependenc on temperature
may mean that moths can begin to
By any time from late blossom until
a month after blossom. During
1957 in north m Utah the first
moths flew while petals were on the
trees, then the weather turned cool
for 5 or 6 days. When it warmed
there was more flight, then after
another we k of cool weather there
was another flight. During 1958
almost all th flight came from 5
to 10 days aft r full bloom. In
1959 the main Bight was nearly a
month aft r f 11 bloom, with som
earlier Bight in a few of the warm r
ar as of north rn Utah.
Three basic ways exist for det cting the time of the first codling
moth spray in Utah.
1. Most frequently grow rs assum that moths begin their
Bight about the time th petals fall.
2. A car~ful check on temperature IS an effective method
although it requires an ex~
peri nced observer.
3. For many years bait pan traps

\ ere us d, but have been
gradually abandoned due to a
feeling of false security when
using DDT.
Of the three methods the latter
is certainly the most reliable. We
recommend bait pan traps for use
in commercial orchards where high
quality fruit is being produced and
one of the other two methods for
home orchardists. Several county
agricultural agents publish the
Bight dates in their local papers.
Following the spring codling
moth ~ight during which the eggs
are laId there is a waiting period
of about 10 days before sprays
should be applied. The reason for
this is that the eggs require from
10 days to two weeks to hatch during the spring. By waiting about
10 days the spray will be at full
strength when the eggs hatch.
Sprays directed against the adult
flight have some merit, but are
usually less effective in over-all
control than sprays against the
hatching worms.
Following the first spray, our
best results in Utah have usually
been obtained from a regular series
of sprays at about 18 to 21 day
intervals. Use these up to three
to five weeks before harvest depending on insecticide used, or
early September whichever comes
first.
Plastic and Glass Tubes Provide
Means of Transporting AlfalfaPollinating Bees
Researche,s have found small plastic or
glass tubes promising as a commercial means
of transporting and establishing alkali bees
and other important bee pollinators of alfalfa
grown for seed in many parts of the world.
Adequate populations of pollinating bees
are needed to allure seed produdion in
areas where agricultural pradices have reduced natural populations by destroying the
bee habitah.
Use of tube. for shipping and establishing
bees was. devised by Dr. George E. Bohart,
ent0!1'0logl.st of USDA's Agricultural Research
Service, With t~e cooperation of Utah Agricultural Expenment Station scientists at
Logan.
In thei, experimenh, the scientists placed
one mature alkali bee larva in each sterile
5/16 by 2-inch tube.
Larvae were first
dipped in a liquid fungicide as a precautionary mean. of preventing spread of bee diseases.
Cotton to allow ventilation and
absorb exce.. moisture was used to plug
one end of each tube and honeycomb wax
was used for the other.
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RETAIL MARGIN·S

Table 1.

Wholelale purchase price per pound of leven fresh produce commodities, related to
type of store, 156 grocery Ito rei, Utah, spring 1959

(Continued from page 52)
Independent

Commodity

Many of the affiliated stores,
because the buying group was a
cooperative organization, rec iv d
a refund from the purchase price
when items were purchased from
the wholesale coop rative. When
this was tak n into account there
was little diff r nce b twe n independent and affiliated stores in the
purchase price of the commoditi s
studied.

Spoilage and trimming waste
The fresh produce d partm nt of
a store is a relatively high risk department because of the highly
perishable products which are
handled. The markup on a commodity will, to some xtent, be
governed by the expected waste
loss on it. Lettuce had the largest
waste of the commodities studied.
Bananas and grapefruit had the
least waste. The dill rence among
the type of stor s in the over-all
percentage of waste on all commodities was negligible.

Retail price
One of the factors which consumers consider in deciding on a
place to buy groceries is price.
However, few consumers shop at
more than two stores and most
only shop at one store during any
given week. As a r suIt it is the
consumers' conclu ions of lev I of
price which influence the decision
of where to shop. For the seven
commodities included in this study
the chain stor had, on the average, the lowe t prices, although
they did not have the lowest price
on tomatoes, appl s, or grap fruit
(table 2). How ver, th variation
in price among the thr groups of
stores was not gr at nough to be
really significant.

Quantity of produce sold
Chain stor s sold a much larger
volume per store of ev ry item included in this study than did the
other types of stor s while affiliated
stores sold more of each commodity
62

Number of storel
Lettuce
Tomatoes
Applel
Strawberries
Oranges
Grapefruit
Bananas

Table 2.

58
cents
5.4
15.6
10.4
25.5
9.1
8.6
15.1

unit
pound
pound
pound
cup
pound
pound
pound

Chain

58
cents
5.7
15.8
10.5
25.4
9.1
9.0
15.0

40
cents
3.4
15.5
10.3
24.6
9.2
8.6
14.8

Retail salel price per pound of seven fresh produce commodities related to store
type, 156 grocery storel, Utah, spring 1959

Commodity
Lettuce
Tomatoel
Applel
Strawberries
Orangel
Grapefruit
Bananas

Table 3.

Affiliated

unit
pound
pound
pound
cup
pound
pound
pound

Independent

Affiliated

Chain

centl
15.0
23.2
17.4
29.5
13.7
12.4
18.9

cents
17.8
21.9
17.4
27.6
13.9
14.1
18.7

cents
12.S

25.3
17.9
27.5
12.6
12.4
17.6

Markup on leven frelh produce commodities related to store type, 156 grocery
Ito res, Utah, spring 1959

Commodity
Lettuce
Tomatoes
Apples
Strawberries
Oranges
Grapefruit
Bananas

Independent

Affiliated

Chain

percent
61
31
39
13
31
28
20

percent
65
21
40
7
21
35
20

percent
50
34
41
10
29
28
16

than did ind pendent stores. In
both independent and chain stor s
a larg r volume of bananas was
sold than any of the other six commodities; volume of orang s was
second, while in affiliated stores
more oranges were sold and bananas follow d in second plac .
Appl s had low sal s in all thr e
typ
of stor s, but at times outold trawb rri and grap fruit on
a volume ba is. The tudy wa
made n ar th
nd of the appl
mark ting s ason and the orange
and grapefruit easons wer past
th ir peak. The n w s ason for
tomato sand trawberries wa beinning.
Th highest margin was taken
on I ttuce avera ing close to 60

Average
all
store.
percent
59
28
40
10
27
30
19

p rc nt (table 3). One of the important r asons for this was the
large waste with lettuce. This
waste, of course, was mostly trimming waste, not spoilag . The second highest margin was on apples
with about a 40 percent markup.
The waste on apples was not exssive, only in the n ighborhood
of 5 to 6 p rc nt as compared to 20
p rc nt on lettuce. Apples were
usually not refrigerated.
The
markup on oranges and grapefruit
av raged 27 and 30 percent, repectively.
Th markup on trawberries was
u ually low st. They were often
u ed as price sp ials, and because
of the time of year were in rather
abundant supply.
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Table 1.

Conclusions

Retail stores are concerned about
the price margin for the whol
store or for a particular department
such as grocery, meat, or produce
but they are little concerned about
the margins on individual commodities. Price specials neal' or at
below cost will be used if they wi] I
help sell some other item with a
regular markup. Consequently one
cannot expect the margin on a
particular item such as lettuce to
reflect accurately the cost of
handling that item. The margin
on a particular product may be
either excessive or less than enough
to cover the cost of handling that
product as long as the total store
margin is maintained.
In the present study the biggest
percent markup was taken on lettuce. This was about double the
average markup on the seven produce items included in the study.
It amounted to 10.3 cents per
pound. The large amount of waste
was one of the important factors
in determining this.
The markup on apples was next
highest-about 40 percent or 7.2
cents per pound while the markup
on oranges was only about 27 percent or 4.3 cents per pound. The
spoilage on these two items was
about the same and it is difficult
to determine the reason for the difference in markup. If markup for
the two commodities was to be
made equal on a cents per pound
basis the percentage markup on
apples should actually be lower
than the markup on oranges because retailers did pay a little mor
for appl s than for oranges.
APPLE JUICE
( Continued from page 47 )

In 1947 in the United Stat s experiments wer carried out with
ascorbic acid in the production of
a stable unclarified sweet cider. A
small amount of ascorbic acid could
be added for the anti-oxidant £fect
only. No claims could be made for
a nutritional value under this condition. Or, alar e amount (6 to
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Comparison of the nutritional value of apple cider and oranse juice

Calories
Sweet
apple
cider
Orange
juice

53
47

Protein

Total
carbo- Calhydrates cium Iron

Vitamins
Thiamine

Riboflavin

Niacin

A

C

gm

gm

mg

mg

mg

mg

mg

ioU.

mg

Trace

14

6

0.5

0.02

0.03

Trace

38

0.2- 3.6

212

9.7-70.0

0.9

12

11

0.4

0.07

0.02

0.3

(Data taken from Food - The Yearbook of Agricuhure 1959, except the last column which was
taken from the source of figure 1 of this article.)

12 grams per bushel of fruit) of
ascorbic acid could be added for
both anti-oxidant and nutritional
effects. With a 50 percent efficiency, this would leave 25 - 50 milligrams vitamin C per 100 milliliters
of juice. Various experimenters
were successful in adding the ascorbic acid (1) as a spray to the
fruit before crushing, (2) as a
spray to the pulp in the cheeses, or
( 3) with a metering pump in the
juice line while it was being transferred from the tank below th
press to the holding tank.
Some juice manufacturers tried
selling this fortified apple juice for
a year or two but discontinued it
because the public would not pay
the small increase in price necessary
for the product with the greater
nutritional value.
Within the last few years, interest in fortified apple juice has revived. This has been a result of
pr ssure by such organiz tions as
the National Apple Institute, the
International Apple Association,
and the Washington State Apple
Commis ion to find methods of selling appl and appl product in
th fac of th tr m ndou incr a
of citru sal sand adv rti in .
Thi latt r group stress the nutriti nal value of it produ t,
sp ially th vitamin ont nt.
Com 11 Univ rsity and Michigan
State University ar
urrently exp rimentin with fortified apple
juice.
In 1959 at Utah State University,
xp riments were begun with ascorbic acid (vitamin C) and sweet
cider which have resulted in the
production of two new (for Utah)
apple juic drink. The first drink

looks much like the standard swe t
cider, has the vitamin C cont nt
qual to that of canned, unswe tned orange juice, and tastes much
like the standard sweet cider. The
econd drink had a vitamin C content equal to that of canned unsweetened orange juice but has the
flavor of a fresh apple and is much
lighter in color than the standard
sweet cider.
This light colored apple juice is
produc d by adding ascorbic acid
to the juice as it I av s the press
(see fig. 6). It is then clarified
with Pectinol A, filtered, and pasteurized similar to the method used
with standard sweet cider. Sufficient ascorbic acid is added
(about 70 milligram per 100 milliliters) so that the finished product
will hav 40 milligrams p r 100
milliliters.
Chemistry of apple iuice
darkening

The juice within an apple is light
color d - almost white, but will
darken within an hour as it is handled after b ing pressed from the
fruit. This is caused chiefly by
th action of the enzyme polyph nol oxidas on th catechol and
pyrogallol in th tannin of the juic
in the pr enc of air. Th addition of ascorbic acid (vitamin C )
to the light color d juic imm diately upon pr ssing inhibits the
darkening process by combining
with the oxygen present. Stirring,
haking, or pumping the juice in
the presence of air "uses up" th
ascorbic acid and when that occurs,
the juice will darken.
Analyses have been made of the
fortified apple juice for ascorbic
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acid content. The preliminary r sults may be summarized as follows:
1. Each handling of the juice in
which it is stirred, poured, or
pumped before pasteurization
causes a decrease in ascorbic
acid.
2. Under the conditions of our
manufacture, it was necessary
to add ascorbic acid at the
rate of 70 milligrams per 100
milliliters as shown in fig. 6
so as to have 40 milligrams
per 100 milliliters as shown in
the light colored juice in fig. 7.
3. Pasteurized, fortified juic~
from which air is excluded
stored either cool (35°F.) or
warm (OO°F.) for a two month
period loses little ascorbic
acid.
4. As soon as the fortified apple
juice is exposed to air it b gins to lose ascorbic acid at
the rate of 1 to 4 milligram
per 100 milliliter per day depending on the amount of air
mixed with the juic .
This new product is a worthwhile
addition to the series of drink
which have been developed at the
Utah State University during the
past few years.
Chemical preservatives
for apple iuice
Benzoate of soda has been used
commercially for many years as a
preservative for apple juice. Howver, the objectionabl flavor of
this additive can easily be detected.
Studies have been conducted at
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Utah State Uni r ity since 1954
using sorbic acid and sodium benzoate as pr rvativ s. It wa found
that sorbic acid is more effective
against yeast growths and subsequent alcoholic ferm ntation in ap-

pI

juic.

It wa found that the concentration of 0.05 percent of sorbic acid
or pota ium sorbate in combination with "mild pasteurization" ex-

t nded the r frig rat d life of appl
juice by a month.
"Mild pasteurization" is the term
u ed to describe the process of
heating the raw juice to 170°F.,
cooling immediately (with a milk
001 r) to l00°F., adding Pectinol
for clarification, allOwing to
tand 12 - 15 hours at ambient
temperatures for settling, decanting the clear juice into 1 gallon
bottle, and toring at 35°F. with
no further preservative treatment.
Th advantage of the use of pota ium orbate i that this chemical is completely oluble in the
apple juic wherea sorbic acid is
not.
This pioneering research work
conducted on the USU campus was
further xplored extensively by the
Eastern Utilization Research Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Sorbic acid has recently been
cleared by the Food and Drug Administration as a afe food preervative.

CONTRIBunONS TO RESEARCH
February 1 to May 6, 1960
Moroni Feed Company

$5000 for IIudl.. on .ynoviti. of turkeys

H... and Clark

$5,000 for .tudi•• of trichomonlasi.. coccldio.... and oth.r para.itic diMO ... of livestock

Turk.y Marketing Board

$3000 for turk.y nutrition llvell.. at Snow
Colleg.

Upiohn Company

$2000 for studln on .ynovitis of turkeys

Dow.. Chemical Company

$1500 for study of high .n.rgy locally

Sh.1I Ch.mical Company

$1500, dl.ldrin, .ndrin, pholdrin, and aldrin for Insecticide studies

Abba" Laboratori..

$1200 for IIucli.. on synovitis of turkeys

Ogd... Oraln Exchang.

$1200 for wheat breeding 1lUd1..

National Plant Food
Institute

$1000 for fertill••r trials

Campb.1I Soup Company

$100 for cultural Itudl.. with tomatoes

StauR.r Chemical Company

$500 and 40 paund, Trfthlon W. for Insecticide stucUn

V.I..coI Chemical Company

$500, h.ptachlor, chlordan., and .ndrin.
for InHCtiddes IIudl..

Allied Chemical Corporation

O.nlle 923, .. gallons, for insecticide
studi..

CalKomia Spray Ch.mical
Corporation

T.dlon, sup,.... 011, dibrom for InMCtlcld. studi..

Oelgy Agricultural Ch.mlcal.

Dladnon W. and chlorob....llat.,
pound., for lMeCtldd. IIudln

grown feeds for paultry
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